Miss Angela’s Learning at Home Activity

Hot Cocoa Mugs

Related ELA Lesson Airs April 5, 2021 on WQLN PBS

How to Make

MATERIALS:

- Paper
- Scissors
- Brown Paper
- Marshmallows
- Clear sandwich bag or clear wrap
- Glue, Tape, or Stapler

DIRECTIONS:

1. On a piece of paper, cut out the shape of a mug. Cut the middle of the mug out to create a window.
2. Rip pieces of brown paper and place in the clear sandwich bag. Add marshmallows.
3. Glue, tape, or staple the bag down onto another piece of paper.
4. Glue, tape, or staple the cut-out mug over the plastic bag, so you can see the hot cocoa and marshmallows inside the mug.

Missed the lesson on WQLN PBS? Find this and other lessons at wqln.org/learningathome
Miss Britney’s Learning at Home Activity

Chocolate Chip Cookie Plate

Related Math Lesson Airs April 6, 2021 on WQLN PBS

How to Make

Materials:

- Paper Plate
- Brown Paper
- Black Paper
- Glue
- Scissors
- Brown and black crayon or markers and white paper (optional)

Directions:

1. Ask your grown up if you can use a paper plate, brown paper, black paper, glue, and scissors.
2. If you do not have brown and black paper, you can color white paper with a black crayon/marker.
3. The first step is to cut different sized shapes out of the brown paper. Make sure to cut enough shapes to cover the whole plate.
4. If you do not have brown paper, color the paper plate with a brown crayon or marker.
5. Once the brown paper is cut, start gluing the brown paper to the paper plate. Cover the paper plate completely or as much as you can.
6. Next, cut 10 chocolate chip triangles out of the black paper. You can count with your grownup as you count 10 chocolate chips!
7. When your chocolate chips are cut out, glue your chocolate chips on your paper plate.
8. If you do not have black paper, use a black crayon-marker to add 10 chocolate chips to your cookie by coloring white paper and cutting or just using the marker/crayon on the cookie plate.
9. If you want to add more chocolate chips, you can!
Miss Tara’s Learning at Home Activity

High-Five Senses Hands

Related Science Lesson Airs April 7, 2021 on WQLN PBS

How to Make

MATERIALS:

1. Paper
2. Pencils
3. Scissors
4. Glue/tape
5. Markers
6. Your own hand

DIRECTIONS:

1. Have a friend trace your hand onto a piece of paper.
2. Cut out an outline of your hand.
3. Tape your hand outline onto a pencil.
4. Draw five shapes of chocolate kisses.
5. Cut out the five shapes.
6. Write or draw each of the five senses onto the shapes.
   (see, hear, smell, touch, taste)
7. Glue one sense onto each finger.
8. Enjoy using your High-Five Senses Hand to explore the world around you.....including chocolate!
Miss Debbie’s Learning at Home Activity
Making Chocolate Bird Nests

Related Social Studies Lesson Airs April 8, 2021 on WQLN PBS

How to Make
Ingredients:
● 14 oz chocolate
● 6 oz shredded wheat cereal
● Mini chocolate robin egg candies

Directions:
1. Have an adult melt the chocolate, according to directions on container. As the adult is doing this, the child can break apart the wheat cereal.
2. When melted, pour the chocolate into cereal and mix well.
3. Scoop the mixture into cupcake tins and form a ‘nest’ shape.
4. Add 2-3 chocolate eggs to the nest.

Cool in refrigerator if needed. Enjoy this tasty treat and a book together!

Making a pretend Chocolate Chip Cookie

Ingredients:
● ⅛ cup Shaving cream
● ⅛ cup Glue
● A sprinkle of grated baker’s chocolate
● Paper plate
● Brown paper scraps

Directions:
1. Mix the ingredients together and the child can spread it on a paper plate.
2. Cut out or tear out little black ‘chips’ and sprinkle on the cookie.
3. Set it aside to dry.

This is NOT an edible treat, but you can enjoy a great book together while you wait for it to dry!
Miss Julie’s Learning at Home Activity

“Chocolate Wrapper Collage”

How to Make

Materials:

- Piece of card stock or paper
- A variety of wrappers saved from eaten chocolate candy
- Glue stick or glue

Directions:

1. Lay out a design on paper using the chocolate candy wrappers. For my design, I made the first letter of my name. You can make any letter, number, shape or just put the wrappers anywhere! It will make a beautiful picture.
2. Take each one and glue them in place.
3. Admire your collage or art piece and look at all the different colors that came from the wrappers.

Extensions:

You can try to remember and name the type of candy that came from each wrapper! Can you think of other things we throw out that you can use to make art?